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The svrsymbols package and its accompanying font provide access to new sym-
bols (or ideograms) for use in texts in Physics and Chemistry. The rationale for
the creation of the package is presented and discussed. Also, the development
model employed is briefly described.

1 The svrsymbols package
The svrsymbols package and its accompanying font is the result of a collaboration
between the authors of this article. The first author (PGR) had designed a number of
symbols that he needed for his work. Then he asked for assistance from people who
know a few things about graphic design, computer fonts, and LATEX. Thus, the third
author (NV) created vector graphics depicting PGR’s symbols and the second author
(AS) assembled these symbols into a computer font. In addition AS created a LATEX
package that allows people to use the font. The font was created as a Type 1 font and
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not as an OpenType font mainly because most physicists and chemists still use LATEX
and/or pdfLATEX for their writings and not XƎLATEX. Of course, creating an OpenType
font from the Type 1 is a trivial task and in the next release of the package, such a
font will be included.

Creating the font was not difficult, however, in certain cases the digital images
could not be included in the font. The reason is that glyphs in a font should consist
of single strokes while the digital drawings did not follow this idea. For this reason,
certain symbols had to be redrawn inside the font editor. The font was created using
the FontForge font editor, while the original drawings had been created using Adobe
Illustrator.

2 Why this font was created?

The history of human culture, science and technology is closely related to writing.
Processing, transmiting, and storing complex information follows a protocol that has
to be written down. The history of human writing is fascinating, and it had one of its
most remarkable chapters in Greece. Originally, writing was ideographic (i.e., every
character represented a concept). The appearance of alphabets (i.e., characters repre-
sent sounds) in ancient times meant a cultural breakthrough, for it greatly simplified
information transfer. Simplifications have had a very positive impact in the history of
knowledge; there are many examples of this, like the works of Galileo and Descartes,
or the appearance of algebra. However, the trend to simplify can sometimes be coun-
terproductive: an excessive simplification can lead to important hindrances or errors.

In Mathematics, there exist signs for a wide variety of concepts. Some of them
correspond to complex ideas, like properties (∄, ∈, ∝, etc.), sets (ℂ, ℚ, etc.), or subtle
concepts (!, ∞, etc.). Physicists use many of the signs proposed by mathematicians,
but they rarely use specific signs for concepts used in Physics. This entails problems;
whoever is familiar with physical equations has faced the problem of understanding
their frequently complicated meaning. There exist thousands of concepts employed
in Physics, and hence there exists a number of different variables in equations. How-
ever, scientists represent all these possible variables with letters of two alphabets—
the Latin and the Greek alphabet—that together sum up less than a hundred dif-
ferent characters, including uppercase and lowercase letters. It is then obvious that
the same letters may denote different things, that is, the same letter means different
things. This makes equations hard to understand, because the reader must try to de-
code the meaning of every letter. For example, ‘𝐺’ is the gravitational constant, but
also the Gibbs free energy; ‘𝑇’ frequently means temperature, but also kinetic energy;
‘𝑒’ means 2.71828…, but also charge of the electron or a directional unit vector; ‘Δ’
means electronic band gap, but it also means the difference between two quantities;
‘𝑘’ means Boltzmann’s constant, but also the force constant, summation index or mo-
mentum vector (among many others); etc. The lack of a higher number of signs makes
science much harder to understand. Equations of Physics and Chemistry, which are
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On new ideograms for Physics and Chemistry 35

hard to understand by themselves, become still harder due to the fact that there is a
custom to use just a few characters for variables.

Students can easily spend ten years to finish their Bachelor, Master’s and Ph.D.
degrees in sciences but they could learn the elementary pieces needed to analyze the
information that they will study (i.e., the letters of the texts) in two hours.

These remarks makes one to ponder if there is a way to reduce the complexity
and opacity of equations of Physics. The introduction of specific symbols, which are
intuitive and univocal (always having the same meaning) appears as a nice option.
Ideograms (signs or symbols that represent concepts) are present in the communica-
tion codes of our daily life. Well known examples are traffic signs, emoticons, musical
notes and commercial logos. PGR had the idea of designing new ideograms for spe-
cific concepts of Physics after facing once and again the problem of multiple meaning
of Latin and Greek letters in equations. His most accute problem was the lack of a
specific sign for the concept of “error.” Of course, PGR could use ‘𝐸’, but this would be
easily confused with energy; ‘𝑒’ would present the problems mentioned above; and
‘err’ would consist of three characters, so readers could mix it up with the product
of three quantities. So PGR finally devised a specific symbol for the concept of “er-
ror” based on the letter “E”: q. Very soon, PGR decided to design other symbols for
different concepts of Physics as well. Doing this was rather straightforward for him,
because in his own hand-written documents he uses ideograms he devised himself
since many years. (The first ones were just stars to mark the important parts of texts;
gradually he defined ideograms for other concepts.)

It is interesting to note that, in strong contrast with Mathematics, ideograms be-
ing specific for concepts of Physics have been just shyly used. Examples of ideograms
used in Physics include the reduced Planck constant, ℏ, and the Angstrom unit, Å.
An exception to the lack of use of specific ideograms is particle Physics; since many
years, it is customary to use specific signs for particles like electron and proton. PGR
looked once for a LATEX package with such symbols to include in one of his articles; he
was very surprised to discover that no package contained these symbols. There were
some packages providing very rare symbols. For example, skull [1] provides a math
symbol $\skull$ to get this:A. The package marvosym [2] provides many symbols
like \Ankh �, \Batý, \Bicycle®, etc. And tikzsymbols [3] provides even more
exotic symbols like \Moai , etc. (A very comprehensive catalogue of such symbols
is available in CTAN [4].) However, the only option for signs of elementary particles
was to write them in math mode, but the result is not very elegant: e.g., 𝑒−, 𝑝+.

PGR then thought that it would be a good idea to have a LATEX package that would
provide the standard symbols of elementary particles, as well as newly devised signs.
PGR then tried to find somebody with technical knowledge who could implement this
idea. He tried to contact the designer of some other symbol fonts, but he never got
an answer. Finally, he contacted the second author (AS), who accepted to write a new
LATEX package and to create an accompanying font with new and existing symbols
especially designed for use in Physics texts.
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\Bmesonminus Ú

\Bmesonnull Û

\Bmesonplus Ù

\Dmesonminus Ý

\Dmesonnull Þ

\Dmesonplus Ü

\Gluon ð

\Higgsboson ñ

\Jpsimeson ö

\Kaonminus î

\Kaonnull ï

\Kaonplus í

\Tmesonminus à

\Tmesonnull á

\Tmesonplus ß

\Upsilonmeson â

\Wboson ô

\Wbosonminus ó

\Wbosonplus ò

\Zboson õ

\adsorbate Ñ

\adsorbent Ð

\antimuon w

\antineutrino M

\antineutron y

\antiproton n

\antiproton n

\antiquark E

\antiquarkb F

\antiquarkc G

\antiquarkd H

\antiquarks I

\antiquarkt J

\antiquarku K

\anyon Ò

\assumption u

\atom C

\bond Ã

\boseDistrib ¦

\boson §

\conductivity Â

\covbond Ä

\dipole V

\doublecovbond Å

\electron a

\errorsym q

\exciton i

\experimentalsym v

\externalsym ¢

\fermiDistrib c

\fermion ¡

\graphene s

\graviton ÷

\hbond Ë

\hole h

\interaction Ó

\internalsym £

\ion f

\ionicbond Î

\magnon Í

\maxwellDistrib ¤

\metalbond Ç

\method A

\muon x

\neutrino N

\neutron g

\nucleus e

\orbit B

\phimeson ã

\phimesonnull ä

\phonon j

\pionminus ë

\pionnull ì

\pionplus ê

\plasmon p

\polariton Á

\polaron k

\positron m

\protein Õ

\proton d

\quadrupole Ô

\quark O

\quarkb P

\quarkc Q

\quarkd R

\quarks S

\quarkt T

\quarku U

\reference l

\resistivity ¥

\rhomesonminus æ

\rhomesonnull ç

\rhomesonplus å

\solid t

\spin À

\spindown Z

\spinup o

\surface z

\svrexample Ì

\svrphoton b

\tachyon Ï

\tauleptonminus ×

\tauleptonplus Ö

\triplecovbond Æ

\varphoton L

\water r

Table 1: Symbols defined by the package srvsymbols.
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The first and second authors exchanged few emails, and agreed that PGR would
think on the concepts where a specific ideogram would be most useful and he would
come up with designs for them. The third author (NV) would create digital drawings
of these symbols that would corresond to PGR’s drawings. Finally, AS should improve
the digital drawings and use them to create a digital font (the package that accompa-
nies the font provides access to the glyphs of the font). For several months, the three
authors worked on this project. The result was a new collection of glyphs that can
be used in ordinary LATEX documents.

The authors had the opportunity to present a poster with their project at the Ψk
(Psi-k) 2015 Conference on electronic structure [5]. The conference had almost 2,000
participants. The poster was a great success: more than one hundred people showed
their interest in it! They stared at the poster for some time and asked questions about
it. It is interesting to note that PGR presented another poster on a (potentially impor-
tant) scientific issue, yet just three people paid attention to it! In addition, the authors
wrote a paper that was published in the journal Foundations of Physics [6].

PGR designed the ideograms to make it easy to understand and remember their
meaning. Many of them are based on letters of the Latin alphabet whose sound is
the first sound of the signified concept (Table 1). For example, this idea was used for
the method symbol, A, the reference symbol, l, the photon sumbol, b, the phonon
symbol, j, and the tachyon symbol, Ï. In addition, the drawings try to point to the
signified concept. For example, the conductivity is this symbol:Â. The signs for quasi-
particles include wiggly lines to emphasize the wavy nature of these particles. The
orbit sign, B, consists of an elliptical trajectory, and the sign of protein, Õ, is similar
to an alpha-helix.

The font encoding is shown in Figure 1. For usage of the package, the reader
should also consult the package documentation [7].

3 Epilogue

The authors of this article expect that the ideograms presented in the svrsymbols pack-
age will become a useful tool for the scientific community. They hope that their sym-
bols will help other people to understand equations more easily and more quickly.

Also, the authors would like to see other researchers and aficionados of Physics
and/or Chemistry creating more ideograms for other concepts, so that scientists may
one day be able to assimilate the meaning of all equations—complex or not complex—
spontaneously!
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